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Abstract—This paper presents the design and implementation of a dedicated hardware (VLSI) architecture for real-time object tracking. In order to realize the complete system, the designed VLSI architecture has been integrated with different input/output video interfaces. These video interfaces along with the designed object tracking VLSI architecture have been coded using VHDL, simulated using ModelSim, and synthesized using Xilinx ISE tool chain. A working prototype of complete object tracking system has been implemented on Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA board. The implemented system is capable of tracking the moving target object in real-time in PAL (720x576) resolution live video stream directly coming from the camera. Additionally, the implemented system also provides the real-time desired camera movement to follow the tracked object over a larger area.

Index Terms—VLSI Architecture, Real-time Object Tracking, FPGA Implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual object tracking is one of the exigent missions in computer vision community and has a wide range of real-world applications, including surveillance and monitoring of human activities in residential areas, parking lots, and banks [1]-[2], smart rooms [3]-[4], traffic flow monitoring [5], mobile video conferencing [6], and video compression [7]-[8]. Different issues arising in development of a real-time object tracking system for such applications are because of camera movement, complex object motion, presence of other moving objects in video scene, and real-time processing requirements. These issues may cause degradation in tracking procedure, and, even failures. To deal with these issues, numerous algorithms for object tracking have been proposed in the literature. Detailed surveys of these algorithms have been presented by Yilmaz et al. [9], Li et al. [10], and Porikli [11]. Most of these algorithms either simplified their domains by imposing constraints on the class of objects they can track [12]-[14], or assumed that the camera is stationary and exploited background subtraction/segmentation [15]-[20]. In case of all background segmentation based tracking approaches, if the background changes due to camera movement, the whole system must be initialized again for capturing background information. Therefore, these approaches work only for fixed backgrounds - thus limiting their applications for stationary camera systems.

Several techniques have been proposed for object tracking which did not assume static background. The object trackers based on condensation [21], covariance matrix matching [22], normalized correlation [23], active contours [24]-[25], appearance modeling [26], incremental principal component analysis [27], kernel scheme [28]-[31], and particle filter [32]-[34] can track the object of interest even in the presence of camera motion. But most of these algorithms discussed above for object tracking in dynamic backgrounds are computationally too expensive to be deployed on a moderate computing machine for a practical real-time tracking surveillance application. Recently, some researchers have combined color histogram with particle filtering framework to design computationally less expensive object trackers for dynamic background situations and achieved real-time performance by designing their hardware architectures [35]-[37]. In their implementations the maximum size considered for object of interest was 20x20 pixels [35] and the maximum number of particles considered were 31 [35]. As the number of particles considered directly effects the robustness of the tracker, their robustness is relatively low. Several other researchers tried to implement the object tracking system using hardware/VLSI approach [38]-[46], but these implementations fell short of a complete system design and none of them discusses or reports the details of input/output video interface design, real-time results, frame resolutions, and frame rates.

For an object tracking system, to be useful in current real-world surveillance scenarios, should have at least real-time video input interface for capturing live video streams, output interface for displaying results, external memory (DDR) interface for storing multiple intermediate video frames, and camera movement control interface for desired automatic movement of the camera. Unfortunately, none of the implementations, discussed above, addresses all these issues together.

In this paper, we present the design and development of a real-time object tracking system with automatic purposive camera movement capabilities by combining simplified particle filtering framework with color histogram computation that can handle camera movement and associated background change issues. For achieving
better robustness, we have used 121 particles as compared to 31 particles by [35] and the maximum tracked object size of 100x100 pixels as compared to 20x20 pixels by [35]. For algorithmic verification, the simplified particle filtering and color histogram based object tracking scheme has been initially implemented in C/C++ programming language on a Dell Precision T3400 workstation (with Windows XP operating system, quad-core Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor with 2.93 GHz Operating Frequency, and 4GB RAM). The Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) libraries have been used in the code for reading video streams (either stored or coming from camera) and displaying object tracking results. To achieve real-time performance for PAL (720x576) resolution videos, we have designed a dedicated hardware architecture for the above mentioned scheme and implemented it on the FPGA development platform. In addition to the dedicated object tracking hardware (VLSI) architecture, we have also developed four input/output interfaces, namely input camera interface for capturing live video streams, output display interface for displaying the object tracking results, the DDR2 external memory interface to store the large amount of video data needed during object tracking, and the camera movement feedback interface to provide real-time purposive camera movement to follow the tracked object and keep it in the field of view of the camera as long as possible. By integrating the designed dedicated object tracking VLSI architecture with all these four interfaces, a FPGA-based working prototype of complete object tracking system with automatic purposive camera movement capabilities has been developed on Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA platform.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we present the details of the design and working of complete system level architecture for implemented object tracking system on Xilinx ML510 FPGA board. Synthesis and experimental results are reported in section three and four respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper with a short summary.

II. PROPOSED AND DEVELOPED OBJECT TRACKING SYSTEM

The complete system level architecture of the proposed, designed, and implemented FPGA-based real-time object tracking system using Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA platform is shown in Fig. 1. The different components of the complete FPGA-based standalone object tracking system are: analog PTZ Camera, VDEC1 Video Decoder Board for analog to digital video conversion, custom designed Interface PCB, Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA platform, and display monitor.

Diligent VDEC1 Video Decoder Board digitizes the input video captured by a Sony Analog Camera and corresponding digital signals are transferred to the FPGA platform using high speed I/O ports (HSIO PINS) available on Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA Board using custom designed Interface PCB. The components inside dark dashed blue line are available on Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA Board. These include FPGA Device, DDR2 Memory, High Speed Input Output Interface (HSIO PINS), UART port, and DVI Interface port. In order to access the DDR2 memory, the four FIFO (first-in-first-out registers) interfaces (Input FIFO1, Input FIFO2, Output FIFO1, and Output FIFO2) are designed. This is because the clock rate at which the DDR2 memory operates is different than the clock rates at which the different FPGA modules work (which accesses the DDR2 memory).

The Camera Interface module receives the digitized video signals and extracts the RGB pixel data. The extracted RGB pixel data is written to the DDR2 memory through input interface FIFO1. The DVI display interface reads the processed image data, stored in DDR2 memory, through output FIFO2 and sends it to the display monitor through DVI connector available on FPGA development platform. The object tracking module (shown inside dashed grey line) reads pixel data from DDR2 memory through output FIFO1 interface and writes back the processed pixel data to the DDR2 memory through input FIFO2 interface. The camera feedback module takes inputs from the object tracking module running on FPGA and generates the commands for automatic purposive movement of the camera. The generated commands are transferred to the camera through UART port using RS232 controller. The Controller module receives the signals (video timing signals) from the camera interface module and generates the necessary control signals for all modules of the object tracking system to ensure proper functioning and synchronization among different modules of the architecture. The functionalities of object tracking module and camera feedback controller module are described in details in the following sub-section.

A. Object Tracking Architecture

The object tracking architecture reads the stored image pixel data from the DDR2 memory through output FIFO1 interface. During the initialization process (performed during the initial frames), the reference image of the object to be tracked is read from DDR2 memory and stored in the reference image buffer memory and is used during the tracking procedure. The size of the object to be tracked is considered as 100x100 pixels and each RGB color pixel is of 24 bits. Therefore, reference image buffer memory is of size 100x100x24 bits. Once the initial reference image of the object to be tracked is written in reference image buffer memory, color histogram of the 100x100 pixel reference image is computed by the histogram computation module.
After initialization process, for all the subsequent frames, the objective is to track the object of interest in incoming video frames. This is done by computing the histograms for the 121 particles in the current frame. Computation of histograms for the 121 particles requires the reading of 121 images of 100x100 pixel size in each frame. For this reason, for all subsequent incoming frames, the particle images are read from DDR2 memory through output FIFO1 and are stored in particle image memory. The corresponding histogram computation module computes the histograms for each particle. Color histograms (100x100 pixel size color images) are computed separately for each of the R, G, and B color channels. For each color channel’s histogram, we have considered 26 bins for getting enhanced accuracy. These bins are: B1 for data values from 0 to 9, B2 for data values from 10 to 19, B3 for data values from 20 to 29, B4 for data values from 30 to 39, B5 for data values from 40 to 49, ………., B25 for data values from 240 to 249, and B26 for data values from 250 to 255. The output of histogram computation module contains the 26 bin values separately. The basic architecture of histogram computation for single bin is shown in Fig. 2. The incoming pixel data is compared with the boundary values of the bin (i.e., with lower boundary value LB and upper boundary value UB). If the incoming pixel value lies in range then it outputs 1 otherwise it outputs 0. Based on this output, the bin counter value either gets
incremented or remains same. We have used 26 such modules in parallel, each corresponding to a bin, for computing the histogram of one color channel.

After computing the histogram of the particle image, the next step is to find the matching index of the particle image histogram with the reference image histogram. This is done by computing the absolute histogram difference value between the particle image histogram and the reference image histogram by histogram difference computation module. This histogram difference value is stored by histogram difference storage module. This process will continue till the histogram difference values for all 121 particles images with reference image get computed and stored. In order to speed up the tracking procedure, we have processed three particles at time by exploiting the parallelism concept. It takes a total of 209100 clock cycles to compute these 121 histogram difference values. Once the all 121 histogram difference values (which contains the similarity information between particle images and reference image of the object to be tracked) of all 121 particle images are stored in the histogram difference storage module, the next step is to find the best matching particle among 121 particles. This is done by matching particle computation module by finding the minimum histogram difference value among 121 particles. The particle with minimum histogram difference value is the particle having maximum similarity with reference image of the object to be tracked. The target co-ordinate updating module finds the co-ordinates of this best matched particle and update the co-ordinates of the tracked object as these are the new co-ordinates of tracked object in the current frame. The updated co-ordinate information is passed on to target new rectangle draw module, which writes the updated rectangle pixel data to the DDR2 memory through input FIFO2 interface. The updated co-ordinate values are also used by camera feedback controller module. The updated co-ordinate values of the tracked object in the current frame act as the X, Y co-ordinates of the tracked object for the incoming next frame. In the next frame, all the 121 particles will be generated around these updated co-ordinate values and computations will be performed on them.

B. Camera Movement Controller

Sony EVI-D70P camera, used in our implementation, has pan, tilt, and zoom features. In order to automatically control these pan-tilt features in real-time, a dedicated camera feedback controller module has been designed. It takes the updated location co-ordinates as inputs from the object tracking module and generates the necessary commands for purposive movement of the camera. It has three main modules as shown in Fig. 1 (modules with light orange color background inside light orange color dashed line). Camera movement direction and camera movement speed are computed by Camera Movement Direction Computation and Camera Movement Speed Computation blocks, respectively. Camera Command Generation module uses speed and direction information of these blocks to generate necessary commands for controlling the desired camera movement in the XY plane. The generated commands are sent to RS232 Controller which sends these commands to the camera. The camera receives the generated movement control commands through a cable which connects the VISCA RS232 IN port of the camera to the UART PORT of the Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA board.

III. SYNTHESIS RESULTS

The proposed architectural modules of the object tracking system are coded in VHDL. The simulation is carried out using ModelSim. A top level design module is created which invokes all the design modules. The input/output ports of the design are mapped on actual pins of the FPGA by creating a User Constraint File (UCF). Synthesis of the complete design is carried out using Xilinx ISE (Version 12.1) tool chain. The resulting configuration (.bit) file is stored in the Flash Memory to enable automatic configuration of the FPGA at power-on. Thus, a complete standalone prototype system for real-time object tracking is developed which is shown in Fig. 3. The three main components of the system are Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA platform, Sony EVI D-70P Camera, and the display monitor.

Table 1 shows the FPGA resources (post-place and route results) utilized by the proposed and implemented complete object tracking hardware architecture. The maximum operating frequency is 48.116 MHz and the maximum possible frame rate for PAL (720x576) size color video is 116 frames per second. Synthesis results reveal that the implemented object tracking system utilizes approximately 53% FPGA slices and 35% Block RAMs (on-chip memory) on Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA development platform.

Fig.3. Complete Object Tracking System Hardware Setup.
Table 1. FPGA Resource Utilization by Complete Object Tracking Implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Resources Utilized</th>
<th>Total Available Resources</th>
<th>Percentage of Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slice Registers</td>
<td>24417</td>
<td>81920</td>
<td>29.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice LUTs</td>
<td>33604</td>
<td>81920</td>
<td>41.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupied Slices</td>
<td>11075</td>
<td>20840</td>
<td>53.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAMs 36K</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>34.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory (Kb)</td>
<td>3708</td>
<td>10728</td>
<td>34.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP Slices</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOs</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>34.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCMs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison with Existing Object Tracking Implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>FPGA Device</th>
<th>Object Size</th>
<th>No. of Particles</th>
<th>Video Resolution</th>
<th>Frame Rate (fps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Implementation</td>
<td>Virtex5 (xc5fx130t)</td>
<td>100x100</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>PAL (720x576)</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Virtex5 (xc5lx110t)</td>
<td>20x20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>136x136</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Virtex4 (xc4vlx200)</td>
<td>15x15</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>VGA (640x480)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Virtex4 (xc4vlx200)</td>
<td>15x15</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>VGA (640x480)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Frame Sequence Showing Object Tracking in Scene that changes due to Camera Movement and Presence of Other Moving Objects in the Scene.
We have compared our proposed and implemented object tracking architecture with existing color histogram and/or particle filtering based object tracking implementations [35]-[37]. The comparison is shown in Table 2. For comparison we have considered four parameters i.e. Frame Size / Video Resolution, Tracked Object Size, No of Particles Considered (more number of particles leads to robust tracking), and Frame Rate. It is thus clear that the architecture for object tracking proposed and implemented by us in this paper outperforms the existing architectural implementations in terms of processing performance (frame rate), video resolutions, tracked object size, and number of particles. The proposed and implemented object tracking system architecture is adaptable and scalable for different video sizes and target object sizes. Another point to note is that automatic purposive camera movement (pan-tilt) mechanism had not been designed in any of the hardware implementations considered for comparison. Although, there exist object trackers in literature which were designed using PTZ cameras [47]-[51], but all these were implemented on PCs/servers using Matlab or C/C++ programming languages.

IV. OBJECT TRACKING RESULTS

We have tested our implemented system by running it for real-world scenarios for tracking of an object of interest in live color video streams directly coming from the camera. Camera used for capturing the live video stream is Sony EVI D70P and is of PAL (720x576) resolution. The tracking results for the captured real-world scenario are shown in Fig. 4. In different frames of the video sequence of Fig. 4, the scene is changing due to camera movement and the presence of other multiple moving objects in the background. The background in each frame is different because of the camera movement. Despite these changes in the background due to camera movement and presence of other moving objects, the object of interest initially (in first frame) present in 100x100 pixel box is tracked robustly. The system provides the real-time feedback to the camera by generating the commands to automatically move the camera in the direction required to follow the tracked object and keep it in the field of view of the camera as long as possible. All the frames shown in Fig. 4 are extracted from the results produced and displayed by the object tracking system (designed and developed by us in this paper) on the monitor for live PAL (720x576) resolution color video streams coming directly from the PTZ camera. These results demonstrate that the implemented system can robustly track an object of interest in real-time for video surveillance applications.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the design and implementation of our proposed standalone system for real-time object tracking with automatic camera movement capabilities. The system has been implemented by designing a dedicated hardware architecture for object tracking and associated input/output video interfaces by using VLSI design methodologies. The complete system, implemented on Xilinx ML510 (Virtex-5 FX130T) FPGA Board, robustly tracks the target object present in the scene in real-time for standard PAL (720x576) resolution color video streams directly coming from the camera and at the same time provides the automatic camera movement to follow the tracked target object. The automatic camera movement capabilities allow the system to track the target objects over a larger area. The implemented system can be effectively used as a standalone system for video surveillance applications to track an object of interest in real-time in a live video stream coming directly from a camera.
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